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1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, we have witnessed an explosion in the availability of novel data sources to measure and understand human behavior in cities. This boom is due to the rapid growth in computer power, connectivity, and data storage capabilities. Such advancements have enabled us to harness new data and utilize the existing sources more efficiently. A growing information technology infrastructure allows for novel insights into urban phenomena across several dimensions: qualitative, quantitative, spatial, and temporal (Ben-Joseph, 2011; Kitchin, 2014).

In urban planning and municipal policy, the “smart city” movement aims to bring revolutionary changes to local government operations (Batty, 2013a; Ratti, 2013; Geertman et al., 2015). At the same time, the private sector has introduced new business applications and investment strategies, capitalizing on large urban datasets (Saiz and Salazar-Miranda, 2017; Barkham et al., 2022).

In the research domain—our main focus in this paper—the new field of “urban informatics” (Foth, 2008; Batty, 2013b; Thakuriah et al., 2017) has taken shape, driven by innovative data sources. However, much of the research still has its roots in traditional disciplines known for their quantitative, mathematical, and statistical models, such as transportation research, computer science, civil engineering, computational design, and urban economics.

Rather than reviewing this work through a disciplinary lens, this chapter highlights various big data sources used in urban research. Our goal is to inspire future research rather than to furnish a catalog of past uses. To this end, we present a number of relevant examples that illustrate each data type. While these examples cover just a fraction of the available literature, they effectively show the types of potential data projects that urban-focused researchers can pursue. We primarily focus on recent research that we are familiar with; thus, our examples predominantly come from urban economics, real estate, and city planning.

When categorizing these data sources, we consider both their origin and collection methodologies. This means that some data sources may span multiple categories. We accept this overlap for the sake of practicality: we aim to cover as much ground as possible and offer the readers a wide breadth of ideas.

We also touch on some of the challenges of using big data in urban research. Instead of delving deep into methodological details, we aim to make readers aware of the potential caveats so they can pursue their study further, either through the references in the paper or their own inquiries.

This paper can be used as a resource for researchers in labor economics or broadly by
those new to urban data. Applied economists in many fields—including Development, Public, Health, and Environmental Economics—routinely use spatial data sets. Labor Economics, specifically, shares a large boundary of research interests with Urban Economics, in topics such as ethnic segregation, human capital externalities, social ties, commuting, work-from-home, labor migration, wage differentials across cities, agglomeration economies, and technological innovation, just to name a few. Our hope is that learning about the use of spatial datasets in other fields can inform and inspire future research along these lines.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 delves into geographic information maps, with a focus on raster, polygon, and point data. Section 3 explores emerging technologies, highlighting the roles of the global positioning system (GPS) and call detail records (CDRs). In Section 4, we examine the utility of text mining techniques for analyzing diverse urban data resources. Section 5 considers both textual and non-textual aspects of social media data, while Section 6 introduces the analysis of credit card transaction data. Section 7 discusses how street imagery can be utilized to study the physical characteristics of cities. Section 8 introduces the deployment of street sensors to capture environmental factors like air pollution and noise. Section 9 is dedicated to exploring building volumes and street shapes, whereas section 10 explores the use of public transportation data. Section 11 features historical data. Section 12 reviews governmental data sources that have been extensively explored in existing literature. Sections 13 and 14 shift the focus to private firm repositories and real estate data, respectively. Section 15 discusses crowdsourced datasets, such as user-generated images. Finally, Section 16 outlines potential challenges and pitfalls associated with urban data collection, analysis, and inference.

2 Data from Geographic Information Systems Maps

Geographic information system (GIS) data and software map the boundaries of spatial objects and also link spatial coordinates to quantitative variables. Early GIS applications, like the Canada Land Inventory in the 1950s and 1960s, primarily focused on mapping boundaries and geographic measurement (Goodchild, 2023). Today, GIS datasets are produced by thousands of providers and accessed by millions worldwide. Berry et al. (2023) note there are over 120,000 studies using GIS methods or data. Nonetheless, tasks such as mapping, visualization, and topographic description remain central to GIS, in sectors spanning from the environment to military technologies.

Oftentimes, quantitative urban researchers extract GIS information to form relational datasets, connecting observations through geographic IDs, such as ZIP codes. Statistical
techniques and modeling are then used to study the relationships between variables in a specified geographic area.

There are many types of GIS data, but some of the most prominent ones are illustrated in Figure 1 and detailed as follows. Raster data operate on a grid system. Each grid cell can be defined by four corner coordinates or by its center point paired with a standard width and length. These cells are associated with various data points, such as differing measurements of the average land slope or multiple readings related to the color that the soil reflects at different wavelengths. Some raster datasets stem from satellite observations capturing the land’s topographical or visual attributes. Over the years, the precision of raster data has improved, and it is now available at much higher spatial resolutions (e.g., 30-by-30 meters rather than one-kilometer-square areas).

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1:** Panel A shows raster data obtained from Landsat-7 image courtesy of the US Geological Survey. Panel B shows line and point data obtained from OpenStreetMaps. Panel C shows polygon data obtained from Regrid.

GIS polygons are used to represent administrative or geographic areas such as municipal boundaries or climatic zones. Instead of being defined by a continuous line with infinite points, they are delimited by a substantial but finite set of ordered latitude and longitude points—these are the polygon’s vertices. The area enclosed by these vertices corresponds to an approximation of the official boundaries. Data relevant to specific administrative regions or other demarcations can be associated with each polygon. One of the advantages of this approach is the capability to combine or overlay data by uniting or intersecting polygons based on different boundary definitions.
GIS polylines connect a sequence of points to approximate the paths followed by trails, roads, rivers, railways, and other similar features. In contrast, points of interest (POIs) are simply defined by a specific latitude and longitude and often include an ID and a descriptor indicating the type of place, such as a church or school.

2.1 Raster Data: Satellite and Nighttime Imagery

Satellite imagery offers a bird’s-eye view of the built environment, enabling detailed assessments of topographical features, land use patterns, urban sprawl, building density, economic activity, and vegetation cover (Donaldson and Storeygard, 2016). By analyzing the spectral characteristics of images, geographic characteristics can be discerned and studied on an expansive scale.

For instance, digital elevation models generated from satellite data can accurately represent the Earth’s surface. Saiz (2010) processed satellite data to reveal that steep-sloped terrain significantly limits residential development in urban areas by reducing the available area for construction. Other geographical attributes, such as proximity to green spaces, have been shown to directly impact real estate values (Bolitzer and Netusil, 2000; Anderson and West, 2006; Lutzenhiser and Netusil, 2001; Teo et al., 2023).

Other studies have used satellite imagery to analyze the spatial structure of cities (Kii et al., 2023). For instance, Harari (2020) utilized satellite imagery and historical maps to study the economic implications of city shapes in India, uncovering a direct link between more compact city forms and accelerated population growth.

Furthermore, satellite imagery is helping to measure human activity in cities, population growth, and environmental impacts (Elvidge et al., 2007; Doll et al., 2000). The brightness levels of nighttime imagery, indicative of human presence and activity, have been used to estimate density, urbanization, and economic growth (Ebener et al., 2005; Sutton et al., 2001; Chen and Nordhaus, 2011; Henderson et al., 2012). High activity levels could suggest thriving retail or residential markets, while sudden changes over short periods might point to urban sprawl or gentrification (Sutton, 2003; Lin et al., 2021). Research has harnessed satellite imagery to study urban area growth patterns (Fragkias and Seto, 2007), land use change (Seto and Fragkias, 2005), and the impact of land use fragmentation on municipal expenditures (Rolheiser and Dai, 2019). The objectives of other studies range from assessing infrastructure provision impacts (Zhou et al., 2022) and detecting informal settlements (Wurm et al., 2019; Prabhu et al., 2021) to exploring environmental dimensions such as biodiversity and carbon footprint (Seto et al., 2011, 2012; Mahtta et al., 2019; Burke et al., 2021).
2.2 GIS Polygon Data

One of the most common uses of polygon data is in the analysis of census data. Nowadays, many countries map out their census districts—for instance, census tracts in the US—and offer decennial or annual sample data in GIS format. Some research makes explicit use of the micro-spatial structure of these data. For instance, Saiz and Wachter (2011) use a spatial diffusion model to predict the distribution of immigrants by census tract in the US. Tracts near areas with a high concentration of a particular nationality of immigrants are found to receive more individuals from that group in the next census year. This spatial diffusion process, which resembles the spread models used in epidemiology, accelerates more rapidly in metropolitan areas with higher influxes of immigrants. Moraga et al. (2019) support these conclusions using data from Spain. By explicitly modeling the dynamics of demographic shifts across neighboring census tracts, researchers can isolate quasi-exogenous variation and forecast future changes in the local socioeconomic composition.

Noonan (2005) integrates GIS census tract boundaries with polylines representing major highways and railways. This study shows that these man-made barriers contribute to the segregation of the African American population. Building on this, Ananat (2011) uses the existence of such barriers as a source of quasi-exogenous variation to demonstrate that segregation negatively impacts the African American population.

Urban researchers in the social sciences have also used GIS polygons detailing soil attributes. For instance, Burchfield et al. (2006) measure the distance from metropolitan land plots to the nearest aquifer and show that this variable is a local predictor of urban sprawl in the American West. Rosenthal and Strange (2008) and Barr et al. (2011) utilize an overlay of soil data and ZIP code boundaries, showing that areas situated on bedrock tend to have taller commercial and residential buildings and consequently concentrate more employment and population.

Similar to satellite data, integrating GIS polygon data has been a rich area of exploration in the literature of hedonic pricing in urban economics and real estate (Sirmans et al., 2005; Herath and Maier, 2010). In the typical application, these studies link a housing unit’s sale price to its ZIP code or census tract socioeconomic and environmental characteristics. Often, the main objectives are property valuation assessment and forecasting.

On occasion, hedonic methods can shed light on the societal importance of policies or public goods. For instance, Black (1999) overlays residential property sales data—using homes’ geo-coordinates—on school attendance boundaries. She then contrasts the sale prices of adjacent houses within the same municipality but assigned to different schools. She finds a significant price premium for the homes in better school attendance areas. This approach is
often termed a boundary discontinuity design because it compares properties near the same location but on different sides of an administrative boundary (Keele and Titiunik, 2015). Because the locations are almost identical, and families pay the same tax rates, any real estate price discrepancy can likely be attributed to policies that change discontinuously at the boundary. However, in some circumstances, this research design can be complicated by the existence of spatial spillovers across the boundary line (Jardim et al., 2022).

Sometimes, researchers transform GIS polygon data into point data by calculating the latitude and longitude of a polygon’s central point, known as the centroid. This allows for the data to be stored in conventional spreadsheet formats. Often, additional approximations—such as the haversine distance—are used to calculate matrices of distances between centroids. As an illustration, Boarnet et al. (2005) use these distance matrices to analyze the connection between local employment and population growth in Orange County, California.

### 2.3 POIs and GIS Polylines

Research often quantifies the distance from each geographic observation to a specific POI, such as a landmark or feature. For instance, Müller et al. (2010) and Garcia-López et al. (2015) consider the proximity of geographic areas to highway exits as a factor influencing urban growth. Alternatively to measuring distance, buffer zones can be designated around specific POIs. As shown by Linden and Rockoff (2008), properties within approximately 0.1 mile of an address recently occupied by a registered sex offender see a decline in real estate value. Regarding architectural value, Ahlfeldt and Mastro (2012) find that properties within a 50-to-100-meter radius of the nearest Frank Lloyd Wright building in Oak Park, Illinois, see an 8.5 percent premium price. This premium is about 5 percent for properties within a 0-to-50-meter radius.

POIs are often combined with polygon features, like ZIP codes, to count the number of occurrences within each polygon. The so-called coincidence analyses relate outcomes at the polygon level to the tally of POIs contained within them (Perry and Dixon, 2002). Notably, count data frequently yield high instances of zero observations. For a more continuous variable approach, gravity equation measures of POI accessibility can be crafted. In this type of measure, each observation unit is assigned an “accessibility” score, $A$, determined by the sum of inverse squared distances to all POIs in the area, represented by $A = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{d_i^2}$. This methodology can be seen in works by Carlino and Saiz (2019) and Heroy et al. (2023). The former paper focuses on POIs such as restaurants and tourism offices, as well as geolocated images from platforms like Flickr and Panoramio—the latter now incorporated into Google Maps. Their findings show that American neighborhoods with greater amenity accessibility
in 2000 witnessed larger economic and demographic growth. Meanwhile, Heroy et al. (2023) find that increased amenity access increases pedestrian activity in Bogota, Colombia. Many other papers use gravity-based accessibility measures, as summarized by Nyerges et al. (2011).

Polylines have a wide array of applications. Occasionally, researchers overlay a set of polygon features onto a polyline. Each polygon then obtains an additional binary variable, assigned a value of one if intersected by the polyline and zero otherwise. For instance, Baum-Snow (2007) demonstrates that central cities in the US that were bisected by a national highway, experienced faster rates of suburbanization between 1950 and 1990.

Another approach involves measuring the proximity to the nearest polyline feature using GIS software or programming languages like R or Python. Drawing from this method, Tajima (2003) calculates the distance of each Boston home to the closest highway, finding a positive correlation with property values. In other cases, studies create new polygons that serve as buffers at specified distances from the polyline. In such an instance, Maantay (2007) delineates buffers around highways and truck roads in the Bronx, New York, showing a higher incidence of asthma cases at residential units within the buffer.

3 GPS AND CDRs

Urban environments derive their complexity from the movement patterns of individuals, ranging from daily commutes to leisure journeys. In recent years, emerging technologies, such as geolocated logs from GPS and CDRs, have provided powerful tools to analyze these patterns. Figure 2 Panel A provides a visual representation of how GPS data appears when mapped. CDRs—which document telecommunication transactions like phone calls and text messages based on cell tower pings—have become particularly valuable. They offer real-time, detailed insights into human behavior, allowing for comprehensive analyses of dynamic urban environments. These modern tools can be supplemented with machine learning techniques to deliver predictive insights.

Several studies have utilized these data to explore urban mobility. For instance, Ratti et al. (2006) use GPS data from taxis to explore passenger mobility patterns in Singapore. Similarly, Reades et al. (2007) and Kolar et al. (2014) explore how CDR data can be used to map urban dynamics for entire metropolitan regions. GPS data have also facilitated the study of mobility across different sociodemographic groups, helping us understand the patterns of segregation across work and leisure locations (Wang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019; Gauvin et al., 2020; Dong et al., 2020; Athey et al., 2021; Moro et al., 2021; Yabe et al., 2023). Figure 2, panel A, illustrates GPS data obtained from mobile devices.
In the case of CDRs, Deville et al. (2014) use anonymized mobile phone data to generate dynamic population maps, providing invaluable insights for urban planning and disaster response. Kreindler and Miyauchi (2021) use CDR data to study commuting patterns and estimate the income distribution within a city. Other work has used CDRs to extract human mobility patterns (González et al., 2008; Song et al., 2010; Kung et al., 2014; Graells-Garrido et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2022), measure social encounters (Couture et al., 2022), estimate population densities and flows (Deville et al., 2014; Doyle et al., 2014), classify land uses (Soto and Frías-Martínez, 2011), model city structures (Louail et al., 2014), predict socioeconomic indicators (Smith-Clarke et al., 2014), or simulate the spread of diseases (Tizzoni et al., 2014).

The study of walking behavior and local shopping habits in cities has been significantly enhanced by the use of GPS data (Zhu and Levinson, 2015; Vanky et al., 2017). For instance, Hahm et al. (2019) combine GPS data with survey responses to explore how specific features of the built environment in retail areas impact pedestrian activity and shopping habits. In a similar vein, Ponce-Lopez and Ferreira (2021) developed a classification system for commercial spaces based on the appeal they have for individuals and groups, drawing on data from cellphone traces. Such methodologies offer valuable guidance for the redesign and revitalization of retail and commercial zones.

Other studies derive pedestrian trajectories from GPS and pair them with computer vision techniques that measure urban design features. This methodology can help track temporal changes in streets, thereby aiding practitioners in identifying urban blight (Li et al., 2018a; Salazar-Miranda et al., 2021). Abbiasov et al. (2022) use GPS data from 40 million US mobile devices to examine the “15-minute city” concept—whereby all essential services, such as grocery stores and schools, can be accessed within a 15-minute walk from home. This work analyzes how far people travel for amenities and whether having shorter trips, as intended in a 15-minute city, could unintentionally lead to socioeconomic segregation.

GPS and CDR data are offering unique insights into migration patterns. Traditional research methods—such as household surveys, census data, panel data, and qualitative interviews—while valuable, may fall short in capturing the intricacies of dynamic changes in mobility, restricting their ability to provide real-time predictions. GPS and CDR data can yield more nuanced metrics such as travel distances, trip counts, and evacuation distances in real time. Such research is also incorporating metrics rooted in physics. The approach is exemplified by Song et al. (2010), who leverage entropy-based indicators to measure the predictability of patterns in human movement. The development of mathematical and computational models, including Markov chains (Charu et al., 2017) and agent-oriented simulations (Balcan et al., 2009; Heine et al., 2022), have emerged as powerful tools to understand such
phenomena. These advancements allow for a deeper exploration of human mobility dynamics, particularly under external disruptions such as natural catastrophes or pandemics.

Other studies have turned to studying internal migration within cities. For instance, Palchykov et al. (2014) utilize mobile phone data to model human mobility and migration, presenting an innovative approach to studying the social dynamics of cities. Similarly, Blumenstock (2012) used CDR to analyze internal migration patterns in Rwanda. Another study by Li et al. (2023) uses similar data to track people’s movements in Sierra Leone, demonstrating how different groups might be exposed to COVID-19. The findings show that people with lower incomes traveled more during the pandemic, potentially increasing their risk of catching and spreading the virus.

Figure 2: Panel A shows GPS data collected from smartphones used in Salazar-Miranda et al. (2021). Panel B shows social media data from Twitter used in Salazar-Miranda et al. (2022a). Panel C shows street view data obtained from Google.

4 Large Textual Repositories

Large textual repositories—encompassing sources such as internet posts, newspapers, online forums, advertisements, and public records—serve as a rich data resource to study a myriad of social and urban phenomena (Gentzkow et al., 2019). When combined with advanced text mining techniques and natural language processing (NLP), these data can reveal patterns, trends, and sentiments that traditional sources might miss. Using text mining techniques, researchers can gain powerful tools to monitor market trends, forecast behavior, and ultimately,
shed light on the socioeconomic dynamics that shape our cities.

Sentiment analysis, one of the applications of text mining, can quantify the public’s feelings toward specific neighborhoods or property types (Adams and McKenzie, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2016; Lai and Kontokosta, 2019; Yang et al., 2022). For instance, Hu et al. (2019) leverage this technique to analyze neighborhood online reviews. Similarly, sentiment analysis has been used to gauge public attitudes toward sustainable practices such as green buildings or retrofitting initiatives. Shen and Li (2023) use text mining to examine public sentiment regarding green housing in China, finding that positive sentiments are motivated by ecological, environmental, social, and individual benefits. In contrast, negative sentiments are primarily associated with price and quality issues. Text mining has also been applied to explore the indoor environmental quality (IEQ) of specific properties; for example, Villeneuve and O’Brien (2020) use this technique to study more than one million Canadian Airbnb reviews, gleaning new insights about IEQ complaints, their seasonal trends, and the consequent impact on guest satisfaction.

Extracting urban proxies from textual data presents another approach to understanding local characteristics. Saiz and Simonsohn (2013) show that document frequencies in large decentralized textual databases—such as the internet and newspaper repositories—can capture the cross-sectional variation in the occurrence frequencies of social phenomena. These authors characterize the statistical conditions under which such proxying is likely. They successfully use this approach to proxy for a number of major economic and demographic variables across US cities. They also obtain document frequency measures of corruption by US state and the country and replicate the econometric results of previous research studying the covariates of past corruption indexes. They subsequently provide the first measure of corruption in American cities, demonstrating that poverty, population size, service sector orientation, and ethnic fragmentation predict higher levels of corruption in urban America.

By analyzing the relative frequency and context of specific words or phrases across space, researchers have created proxies that reflect a variety of factors, from the quality of green spaces to economic activity (Glaeser, 2018; Bendeck and Andris, 2022) and accessibility to public transport (Liu et al., 2017; Markou et al., 2019). For example, Saraiva et al. (2022) use text analysis of official police data to identify spatial crime patterns in Porto, Portugal. Similarly, Ghahramani et al. (2021) analyze reviews from TripAdvisor to assess the quality of urban green spaces.

Parallel literature has used search volume indexes (SVIs) as indicators of local trends. For instance, spikes in search queries related to flu remedies in a city can indicate an increase in local infection rates (Ginsberg et al., 2009; Polgreen et al., 2008). Similar results have been
obtained regarding searches about COVID-19 (Lu and Reis, 2021). Going beyond health concerns, Choi and Varian (2012) argue for a broader utilization of SVIs to contemporaneously estimate a variety of social, economic, and epidemiological phenomena across urban areas. Meanwhile, Saiz and Simonsohn (2013) contrast proxies derived from internet word frequency against those based on SVIs. It is important to note that the former reflects the supply of information available in large textual repositories, while the latter is based on the public’s demand for information via search engine queries. Their research suggests that demand-driven measures work better in contexts where searches correspond to individuals seeking localized goods or services that cater specifically to the searched community. However, they also find that SVIs are less reliable when the motivation behind a search doesn’t directly relate to the consumption of a good or service distinctly associated with the queried term.

Large textual repositories not only offer insights into neighborhood attributes, but they also can shed light on a city’s regulatory environment. Stacy et al. (2023) applies machine learning algorithms to assess US newspaper articles, exploring the effects of land use reforms on housing density. The results show that eased regulations amplified high-end housing development. Conversely, stricter regulations pushed up median rents and curtailed affordable housing availability. In a complementary study, Mleczko and Desmond (2023) employ NLP to public records to measure exclusionary zoning across the US.

5 Data from Social Media

Increasingly, researchers are turning to social media data—both textual and non-textual—to uncover patterns of network formation and explore urban economic or social behaviors. Some studies extract direct information from posts on social media, using similar approaches to those described in the previous section. For instance, Mitchell et al. (2013) developed a geo-tagged dataset for over 80 million Twitter keywords, using it to categorize cities based on word use similarities. They also construct a happiness index for cities, correlating it with local demographics. Figure 2 Panel B shows data derived from social media platforms, such as Twitter. Similarly, Haranko et al. (2018) analyze advertised skills on LinkedIn, comparing male and female self-reported attributes to citywide gender gaps.

Social network data can also shed light on geographical network densities. For instance, Takhteyev et al. (2012) examine global Twitter data, revealing that most social connections tend to remain within the same metropolitan area. They find that factors like physical distance, frequency of airline flights, national borders, and linguistic differences play pivotal roles in shaping inter-city Twitter ties. Delving into Facebook’s “friend” networks across US
colleges, Traud et al. (2012) discover that shared high school experiences greatly influence connections, even more than shared classes, residences, genders, or other attributes.

Laniado et al. (2018) analyze Tuenti—a Spanish social network with around 10 million active users—finding that spatial distance hampers the likelihood of forming friendships, especially among younger users. However, once these distant friendships are formed, the intensity of the interactions remains constant regardless of distance. Interestingly, friendships within densely connected groups tend to arise over shorter spatial distances than do connections between individuals from distinct groups.

Obradovich et al. (2022) use Facebook’s marketing application programming interface (API) to download information about self-reported interests, clicking behavior, “likes,” software downloads, GPS location, and activities on other websites featuring Facebook ads. Their comprehensive data extraction, covering two billion Facebook users from 225 countries and territories, resulted in roughly 60,000 topic dimensions. This vast pool of information offers insights into the cultural similarities and differences across regions.

Additional work studies the geographic nuances of user behavior inside the platforms. For instance, Agrawal et al. (2015) explore a crowdfunding platform that connects artists with funders. Their findings show that artists tend to receive larger investments from local funders with whom they share offline social ties. However, the influence of these localized social ties does not persist past the first investment, implying that investment behavior converges to a market-like equilibrium across cities, beyond the scope of these conventional social networks.

Researchers also increasingly use social media to anticipate offline behavior across cities. As an example, DiGrazia et al. (2013) show that the intensity of Twitter messages can predict election outcomes in US congressional districts. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, Kuchler et al. (2022) use Facebook data, revealing a stronger likelihood of the virus spreading between regions that exhibited stronger social network connections. This suggests that regions with stronger online social network connections are more likely to experience faster virus spread, implying that offline personal interactions often align with online ties. In terms of human mobility, Hawelka et al. (2014) analyze over a billion geolocated tweets from 2012 to estimate international traveler volumes based on country of origin. Their findings, when juxtaposed with additional data sources, highlight the potential of Twitter as a tool for quantifying global mobility patterns. Furthermore, Twitter has been instrumental in exploring intra-city mobility, with recent work examining segregation patterns and street-level social activity (Heine et al., 2021; Salazar-Miranda et al., 2022a).
Credit card data can provide real-time, granular insights into economic activities within cities. Each transaction serves as an individual snapshot of consumption habits, forming a high-resolution map of urban economic dynamics. Unlike periodic surveys or censuses, credit card data provides a continuous stream of information, offering more nuanced perspectives on urban life. Furthermore, the inherent geographical specificity of credit card data enables precise spatial analysis, which is critical for urban planning and real estate analysis. Consumption patterns linked to geographic locations can also shed light on socioeconomic disparities within a city. The kinds of products people buy, the locations of their purchases, and even the timing of their transactions can all provide insights into social heterogeneity. For instance, researchers have utilized geolocated credit card records to study how individual mobility patterns are influenced by factors such as gender, age, and social habits (Lenormand et al., 2015; Di Clemente et al., 2018) and have explored their predictability and regularity over time (Krumme et al., 2013).

Other studies focus on predicting shopping patterns by identifying popular retail locations (Sobolevsky et al., 2014), times of peak activity (Singh et al., 2015), and the stores that are frequently visited together (Yoshimura et al., 2018). The findings can help city authorities manage urban areas more effectively and enable retailers to improve their services based on their customers’ shopping habits. For instance, Sobolevsky et al. (2014) use a dataset of over 10 million anonymized bank card transactions from Spain to explore human mobility and consumption patterns. They find that the transaction data can be used to delineate regions of economic activity, with apparent differences between the spending patterns of residents and foreign visitors.

Credit card data can also provide granular insights in real time to study changes in consumer spending across different categories (Bounie et al., 2023) and how changes in gasoline prices affect consumers’ mobility and expenditure patterns (Carvalho, Vasco M. and Hansen et al., 2020).

Municipalities around the world are keen to understand the impact of retail on local taxation, job creation, and traffic patterns, and credit card data is increasingly becoming a valuable tool for such analyses. Farrell et al. (2017) examine offline credit card and debit card transactions in Detroit and New York. Their research identifies two critical insights. First, Detroit and New York residents made 71.6 percent and 56.8 percent of their purchases, respectively, outside their 20-minute neighborhood. Second, lower-income families travel further to shop. Nevertheless, between 2013 and 2016, the distance between residents and
stores diminished, especially for low-income residents.

Another important question concerns the continued rise of online shopping and its potential to overshadow local retailers. Drawing from comprehensive data on daily credit card activities, Relihan (2022) observes that consumers allocate the saved time by online shopping to other more time-consuming activities, like visiting cafes. This suggests that, paradoxically, certain physical retail outlets might be reaping benefits from the surge in e-commerce.

7 Street View Imagery and Online Pictures

There has been a surge in research focused on the impacts of urban design, visual attributes, and the physical appearance of cities, enabled by vast repositories of street imagery. Recent work has cataloged the numerous such studies across a wide array of disciplines, from vegetation and transportation analysis to health and socioeconomic research (Biljecki and Ito, 2021; Zhang et al., 2023).

Since its launch in 2007, Google Street View has become the primary resource for street-view imagery due to its extensive database of georeferenced pictures. Encompassing hundreds of thousands of miles, this resource offers an unparalleled look at streets and the socioeconomic forces that shape them. Figure 2 shows an example of mapped street-view imagery. It has been applied in diverse domains such as physical environment audits (Kang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2020; Ning et al., 2021), urban mobility and transportation (Lu et al., 2019; Hong et al., 2020; Mooney et al., 2020), energy use estimation (Liu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2022), and real estate (Yang et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2020). There is also a growing trend of using crowdsourced street-view images, facilitated by platforms like Mapillary and KartaView.

Street-view imagery can offer a wealth of information for analyzing urban aesthetics and architecture. These images capture intricate details of buildings, materials, architectural styles, and other urban features such as green spaces, abandoned structures, and public art (Less et al., 2015; Zou and Wang, 2021; Zhang et al., 2018). The study of these elements provides insights into amenity values, which play a significant role in determining property prices (Law et al., 2019; Kang et al., 2020; Lindenthal and Johnson, 2020; Qiu et al., 2022). Furthermore, this imagery offers a platform to evaluate the impact of architectural changes over time, offering vital data for urban planners and real estate developers. An exemplar of this potential is the Treepedia project,¹ where a deep learning model, trained on Google Street View images, quantifies the tree canopy of streets across 30 cities, providing a scalable

---

¹http://senseable.mit.edu/treepedia
alternative to manual audits (Seiferling et al., 2017; Li and Ratti, 2018).

Moving beyond the visible, street imagery also provides insights into latent aspects, such as crime rates (Khosla et al., 2014), or shifts in human dynamics (Zhang et al., 2019). For example, Naik et al. (2017) link changes in urban appearance with economic and demographic data across five US cities, delving into factors driving neighborhood improvements.

Complementing the street-level perspective, point-to-point online images from platforms like Flickr and Instagram provide unique, personal perspectives of urban environments (Li et al., 2013). These user-contributed images are continually updated, geographically diverse, and often capture perspectives that might be absent in datasets that are collected more systematically. Such images offer granular details about urban beauty, architectural style, and individual experiences within urban spaces. By analyzing these photos, researchers have identified picturesque areas (Seresinhe et al., 2017a,b), distinguished architectural styles (Saiz et al., 2018), assessed the appeal of cities (Paldino et al., 2016), and gauged public sentiment toward different urban environments (Quercia et al., 2014; Feick and Robertson, 2015; Preis et al., 2020). Notably, Saiz et al. (2018) use this rich online photo archive to gauge how people value the aesthetic elements of their environment, establishing a scalable metric for attractiveness both across and within cities.

8 Sensors

Scientists and policymakers have adopted street sensors to measure specific aspects of the urban environment (Ang and Seng, 2016). These devices produce vast amounts of data that can be used for research, policy, and law enforcement. Users typically have information regarding the geolocation of the sensor (which could be stationary or mobile), the timestamp of the measurement, and the measurement itself.

Well-established temperature, air pressure, and precipitation measurement stations serve as an essential resource for urban environment monitoring in cities around the world. The study by Muller et al. (2013) reviews the literature on the use of these stations and documents the outstanding challenges. These include the need for enhanced documentation of sensor networks, standardized methodologies, financial barriers, and the establishment of the long-term global networks essential for advancing urban climate research.

Pollution monitoring stations constitute another critical sensory data source. A notable example is the air pollution sensors established in numerous American embassies around the world, which broadcast real-time data via Twitter. In countries with limited public transparency, this data source has been instrumental in increasing citizen advocacy, subsequently
enhancing air quality (Jha and Nauze, 2022).

Noise-measuring sensors also play an important role. Alsina-Pagès et al. (2021) use sensors in Girona, Spain, to quantify the auditory impact of COVID-19 lockdowns on the city. The largest noise reduction was experienced in central areas during the evenings and nights, attributable to the temporary closure of restaurants and bars.

Motion sensors—which can count pedestrians (Schauer et al., 2014) or vehicles—function similarly to GPS and CDRs but operate on a more localized scale. A creative application by Kishino et al. (2018) involved installing motion sensors in garbage collection trucks in Fujisawa City, Japan, to estimate waste volumes.

Light sensors also hold promise for future urban research. Presently, they enhance smart city technologies by modulating public lighting based on current visibility conditions (Sikder et al., 2018).

Given the ongoing reduction in sensor costs and the proliferation of Internet-of-Things devices—which also capture sensory data—we anticipate that such data sources will become more prevalent in urban research.

9 Volumetric Data and Street Shapes

Two fundamental aspects of urban morphologies—building volumes and street shapes—are crucial to urban planning, design, and real estate analysis. Volumetric data, which represents the three-dimensional structure of urban spaces, include attributes such as building heights, density, and massing (Berghauser Pont, M.Y.; Haupt, 2009). Figure 3 Panel A provides an illustrative example of LiDAR data. These data offer insights into the spatial distribution of built volumes in cities, supporting analyses of urban form, skylines, solar access, and ventilation.

Research into the volumetric characteristics of built environments is gaining popularity. Some studies use high-resolution airborne LiDAR data to distinguish features like building massing, height, volume, exposed surface area, and roof geometry (Bonczak and Kontokosta, 2019; Sánchez-Aparicio et al., 2020). Additionally, the morphological properties of informal settlements have been examined using terrestrial LiDAR data. By implementing an automated and scalable approach in Rio de Janeiro’s largest favela (informal settlement), variations and commonalities in street morphology were identified. These findings contribute to the creation of detailed maps that can guide urban planning decisions related to crowding, safety, air quality, and accessibility (Salazar-Miranda et al., 2022b).

Hedonic models in real estate are increasingly utilizing volumetric data on specific build-
ings and ensembles. Yu et al. (2007) use 3D models of buildings in Singapore to determine the presence of sea views in private high-rise residential apartments, showing that they contribute an average premium of 15 percent to the property price. Lindenthal (2020) uses the variety and contrast of building volumes from the city of Rotterdam’s 3D building model. The findings support the hypothesis that architectural homogeneity is positively valued in the residential property market.

On another front, street shapes create the network of paths that connect individuals and neighborhoods. They play a central role in urban mobility, accessibility, land use patterns, and social dynamics (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Frank and Pivo, 1994; Cervero and Kockelman, 1997; Hillier and Hanson, 2005; Marshall, 2005). In their seminal work, Hillier and Hanson introduce the “space syntax” concept, emphasizing the influence of spatial configurations on pedestrian and vehicular flow patterns (Hillier and Hanson, 1984). Marshall (2005) builds on this foundation, examining the impact of different street formats on urban vitality.

More contemporary research has tapped into the latest data to delve into street characteristics (Boeing, 2021). Using road network data, Boeing (2020), Louf and Barthelemy (2014), and Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball (2015) categorize and measure street network layouts and orientations across various cities. This work illustrates the distinct spatial qualities of cities, spotlighting the role of history, geography, and culture in shaping urban designs.

Researchers have also connected street configurations to outcomes in urban mobility and social dynamics. Studies show that grid-patterned, interconnected street networks enhance walkability and decrease vehicular ownership rates (Ewing and Cervero, 2010; Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball, 2017). Grids are also shown to facilitate land subdivision and promote denser development patterns (Conzen, 1960; Siksna, 1998; O’grady, 2014). Additional studies indicate that the form of street networks correlates with factors such as vehicle ownership and single-occupancy vehicle travel (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997; Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball, 2017); walkability (Hajrasouliha and Yin, 2015; Salazar-Miranda et al., 2021); community sentiment (Brown and Cropper, 2001; Nasar and Julian, 1995; Rogers and Sukolratnametee, 2009; Wood et al., 2010); social integration (Grannis, 1998; Salazar-Miranda, 2020); and social capital and the formation of ties (Cabrera and Najarian, 2015; Leyden, 2003; Ziersch et al., 2005; Farrell et al., 2004; Hipp and Perrin, 2009). Furthermore, the design nuances of street layouts—such as cul-de-sacs versus elongated streets—can influence housing prices (Asabere, 1990; Song and Knaap, 2003). More recently, Salazar-Miranda (2022b) developed a measure for neighborhood design based on street network data across US neighborhoods. This measure is used to evaluate the impact of design on environmental and social sustainability, showing that certain designs increase greenhouse gas emissions, amplify
social detachment, and promote sedentary behaviors.

10 Public Transportation and Other Vehicular Data

Transportation systems are the guts of the metropolis. After all, cities arise precisely in order to facilitate the transportation of goods, people, and ideas (Hall, 1998). Strides have been made in assessing transportation activities within cities, particularly concerning worker commutes.

Historically, most studies relied on surveys detailing the origins and destinations of commuters, modeling home, job, and modal choices—either individually or jointly—using discrete choice models. For example, Manaugh et al. (2010) examine the Montreal Origin-Destination Survey, which encompassed over 30,000 home-to-work automobile trips. They determined that unseen heterogeneities concurrently impact both the choice of home-work location and commuting distances. Time use surveys offer another fruitful data source for understanding commuting and leisure trips globally, as well as their interactions with labor markets and urban layouts (Charmes, 2015). Unfortunately, in many countries, these samples lack the granularity to deliver significant data on city or metropolitan scales.

More recent work is incorporating new data sources. As highlighted earlier, CDR, sensor, and GPS data can inform studies on individual commuting behaviors (Papinski et al., 2009). The advent of electric and autonomous vehicles is significantly amplifying the volume of GPS data collected from commutes. While much of this data is proprietary or confidential, some open-source repositories are accessible to researchers (Yin and Berger, 2017). However, these datasets are not yet expansive enough to comprehensively analyze commuting patterns. This remains an area of promising growth.

Turnstile data, which record the time and location of subway system entries, have also been used to evaluate the localized and time-specific demand for public transportation (Reddy et al., 2009). Similarly, data logs from taxi and ride-sharing services like Uber, Lyft, and Didi, are producing insights into urban mobility (Henao and Marshall, 2019; Barajas and Brown, 2021). However, these companies typically restrict data access.

The literature on urban transportation is vast (De Witte et al., 2013; Chatterjee et al., 2020), and we cannot do it justice in this piece. However, a novel and easily accessible data source has emerged that can be extremely useful to social scientists. Instead of focusing on individual trips and choices, researchers may simply be interested in aggregate commuting statistics. Both Akbar and Duranton (2017) and Akbar et al. (2022, 2023) propose using real-time data from the Google Maps API. This source delivers aggregated CDR data on traffic...
conditions, encompassing general trends and specific origin-to-destination routes within cities. In China, similar insights can be gathered through partnerships with Baidu (Gu et al., 2021). Utilizing Google Maps, Saiz and Wang (2023) extract driving times for a large representative sample of origin and destination points in the Boston metro area. By overlaying these data with the US Census travel survey’s dyadic commuting estimates, they document significant impacts of geography on local commuting outcomes. Their estimate indicates that 13.73 percent of central city traffic results from trips that have to bypass the ocean through the urban core.

### 11 Historical Data

There is a growing interest in recycling historical data to furnish large quantities of historical information with localized precision. One example is the digitization of ancient maps into GIS formats. Similarly, large quantities of historical records and documents, many of which were initially handwritten, are being scanned and subsequently transformed into digital formats via machine learning techniques (Shen et al., 2021). When these records house addresses, they can be combined with maps to pinpoint the exact geolocations of families, businesses, and POIs. Figure 3 Panel B demonstrates the georeferencing of historical maps. Moreover, records that mention individuals with matching names and characteristics, which presumably denote the same person, are also increasingly matched across time periods (Abramitzky et al., 2021). By geocoding linked individual data from varying years, there’s an opportunity to decode early migration trends.

Shertzer et al. (2016) digitized the first zoning map of Chicago from 1923, finding that old African American neighborhoods were subsequently zoned at higher densities than other areas. Following a similar vein, Twinam (2018) digitized a series of zoning maps of Seattle spanning from 1920 to 2015, allowing for a comparative study of outcomes across places that were subjected to zoning changes.

Furthering this trend, Salazar-Miranda (2022a) digitized urban master plans from the United States Housing Corporation (USHC)—the first housing initiative funded and promoted by the US federal government, from 1918 to 1919. The USHC planned 55 neighborhoods, establishing rules that dictated the street layout, public space allocation, and building design and placement. However, only 22 of the 55 USHC neighborhoods were executed, allowing for a comparative analysis between the built and unbuilt projects. Salazar-Miranda (2022a) finds that USHC neighborhoods have changed in some dimensions, but the original street layout has endured as in the original plans.
Tapping into another rich source of historical data, Sant’Anna and Cortes (2023) use geolocated microdata from the US censuses of 1930 and 1940 to identify houses that appeared in both years. Their findings show that the Mexican Repatriation had a negative impact on housing prices in predominantly Mexican American neighborhoods. Ciccone (2021) utilizes the official casualty lists from World War I in Germany to, which include the first and last names of the deceased and their municipality and date of birth, to show that early local population losses were persistent through the 20th century. War records are also used by Costa et al. (2018), who matched them to historical US Census data to show that people who fought together during the American Civil War (1861-1865) co-located in the same towns.

Back in Europe, Chambers et al. (2021) constructed a dataset based on handwritten records of the property holdings and transactions from the early 20th century for King’s College and Trinity College in Cambridge, England, and Christ Church and New College in Oxford, England. They find the long-term real returns to residential real estate (1901-1983) to be low, at 2.5 percent. Meanwhile, Drelichman et al. (2021) analyzed 67,521 individual records from the Spanish Inquisition, between 1504 and 1700. By geocoding various details like residence, birthplace, and location of alleged offenses, they managed to map 57,924 trial observations to contemporary municipalities in Spain, subsequently finding negative effects of inquisitorial activity on today’s local social and economic outcomes.

The potential for the use of geocoded historical data in the urban sciences is immense, and their creation, wider dissemination, and use are exploding.

12 Governmental Data

Arguably, the most prevalent and least novel governmental data sources have received extensive attention in the literature, as showcased in works such as Barkham et al. (2022), Hielkema and Hongisto (2013), Vetrò et al. (2016), Connelly et al. (2016), and Wilson and Cong (2021). Consequently, our discussion on this topic is brief.

Census data and national or regional surveys are important data sources in most countries. In certain nations, such data are reported at sub-municipal levels, such as ZIP codes or census districts. Depending on the specific country, these data might encompass details on population, age distribution, ethnicity, income levels, local housing markets (e.g., housing rents), and many other relevant demographic and economic characteristics.

Other urban-centric data can be obtained from sources such as public registries, birth and death records, legal and land registration records, the postal service, open data platforms maintained by municipalities, city budgets, tax records, archival records, and more. Evidence
Figure 3: Panel A shows LiDAR data from Salazar-Miranda et al. (2022b). Panel B shows historical maps digitized by Salazar-Miranda (2022a). Panel C shows both the density of volunteered image data from Flickr on a map (top) and an image rating survey (mid and bottom) as used in Saiz et al. (2018).

of a global trend towards increased digitization and accessibility of records, facilitated by optical character recognition technologies, is clear (Malik et al., 2022).

A few countries are at the forefront, offering microdata to researchers under confidentiality agreements. Notably, Scandinavian countries collect an enormous volume of data on their entire populations due to several factors: i) their extensive public service offerings (encompassing education, health and medical services, higher education, Social Security, unemployment benefits, maternity support, and more); ii) their robust taxation systems essential to sustain such services, which entail the collection of income, business, and labor-related data; and iii) the adoption of a national ID, facilitating the linkage of different records.

For example, Edin et al. (2003) and Damm (2009) investigate the impact of ethnic enclaves on immigrant labor outcomes using microdata from Sweden and Denmark, respectively. These data identify the exact residence of immigrants and labor metrics such as wages and employment. Both studies leverage policies that randomize the location of new asylum seekers, finding improved labor market outcomes for immigrants who were assigned to ethnic enclaves—presumably because they received help from their co-ethnic networks to find jobs.

Although the degree of data centralization seen in the likes of Sweden and Denmark remains rare, many countries are making advancements in interlinking and geocoding their available datasets. For instance, the US has made progress in linking longitudinal data from
various sources, including the Census, Social Security, and state unemployment records. Such integrations have paved the way for services such as IPUMS, which allows for public use of microdata. Additionally, advancements in historical censuses, such as the Census Linking Project, are providing new avenues for understanding demographic shifts and socioeconomic patterns. Such data have allowed for the emergence of new literature that examines differences in upward mobility by neighborhood and its potential constraints (Chetty et al., 2014, 2018).

13 BUSINESS AND MARKETING

Private firms maintain a vast repository of data stemming from their accounting, investment strategies, operations, sales, and records of customer online behaviors. While these data are predominantly proprietary and not readily disclosed, their use in academic research has increased exponentially, especially within economics and finance (Einav and Levin, 2014). Nevertheless, the application of such datasets by urban scientists remains in its nascent stages.

Sometimes, researchers can access open data with urban applications from publicly listed companies. For instance, Dougal et al. (2015) identify the headquarters of all publicly listed corporations in the US and show that their corporate investment decisions are affected by local trends. In another study, Fairweather et al. (2023) work with data from an experimental initiative by Redfin, an online real estate firm. A group of potential customers browsing the website were presented with flooding risk details, which reduced the probability of home hunters to bidding for the most affected properties.

Public-sector surveys also offer industry-specific data. For instance, Li and Li (2013) use the Annual Survey of Industrial Firms by China’s National Bureau of Statistics, spanning 1998-2007. Coupled with data on newly constructed major highways, they show that establishments in cities with increased highway investments decreased their output inventories in storage, capitalizing on the ease of just-in-time deliveries.

Online commerce platforms also prove to be fertile grounds for data collection. Hortaçsu et al. (2009) collected online data from the US-based Ebay and collaborated with MercadoLibre, a Latin American equivalent, to obtain proprietary transactional records. Their findings still show a negative impact of geographic distance between buyers and sellers on online trading, though to a lesser extent than in traditional offline commerce. Meanwhile, Mast (2023) uses data from the marketing firm Infotutor, which collects household details by centralizing mailing lists from diverse private entities, such as magazine subscriptions. This paper finds that new housing construction ultimately increases the availability of medium- and low-
income apartments via a chain of relocations and subsequent vacancies. These results have been replicated by Bratu et al. (2021) using data from Finland and are consistent with the broader literature in housing affordability that claims positive effects of housing construction, recently summarized in Saiz (2023).

In sum, the integration of corporate data into urban research presents a promising frontier. In situations where firms’ reservations can be minimized, confidentiality maintained, and ethical standards upheld, we see this as a growing opportunity for researchers.

14 Real Estate Transactions Data

A major research literature in economics and finance, initiated by Rosen (1974) uses hedonic models to value specific attributes of residential and commercial properties. Real estate prices not only interest economists but also capture the private valuations of critical urban and environmental aspects (Malpezzi et al., 2003). While we have already discussed how property data can be integrated into other sources, we analyze its origins in more detail below. The key feature of these data is that property addresses can be geocoded, pinpointing the precise latitude and longitude of each property (Zandbergen, 2008).

14.1 Public Registries

Some national or regional statistical offices collect city-level average housing price/rent data. On a micro transaction level, regions that duly document property sales and deem such information public often disclose registry records. In the US, several private companies consolidate data records from local jurisdictions. While there is a fee for accessing these processed public data, their availability has spurred numerous studies on urban housing markets (Hill, 2013). Zillow, for example, uses these data to publish housing price indexes at the ZIP code level, as seen in studies like Ramani and Bloom (2021), who estimate relative declines in the prices of housing in central and denser areas during the COVID-19 pandemic. Some countries like Singapore also provide public registry data access, facilitating research such as Wong (2014), who identifies preferences for ethnic segregation in the city’s housing market.

In some countries, property transaction data are available, but the true prices are often underreported to evade taxation (Anagol et al., 2022). This leads to a disparity between the officially recorded values and the actual contract prices utilized for monetary exchanges between sellers and buyers (Shimizu et al., 2012).
14.2 Brokers’ Records

Brokers maintain records on contract prices from their past sales or rentals, providing another source of information. An example is Bracke (2015), who uses the property agent’s records to compare the price-to-rent ratios evolution across central London. Similarly, Wong (2008) obtained data from the Centraline Property Agency—a major local broker in Hong Kong—to document a price reduction in condo apartments in areas severely impacted by the 2002-2004 SARS outbreak.

In certain regions, broker coalitions form to share such data. For instance, Lázrak et al. (2014) use data from the Dutch Association of Real Estate Agents to show that buyers pay an additional 26.9 percent for homes that are listed on the Netherlands’ historic heritage list.

In the commercial real estate arena—covering office, retail, and industrial properties—large consolidated brokerage and services’ firms have historically dominated data collection for rentals and pricing. Kok and Jennen (2012) integrate the proprietary transaction databases of the largest real estate agents in the Netherlands: CBRE, DTZ Zadelhoff, and Jones Lang LaSalle. By merging these databases with information on each building’s energy features, they show that buildings designated as inefficient (rated D or worse on the EU energy performance certificate) command rental levels that are 6.5 percent lower than their energy-efficient counterparts (rated A, B, or C).

14.3 Asking Prices from Advertisements

Real estate ads are another data source for researchers. Although these ads can be mined to offer insights about housing prices and rents, the data might be somewhat inconsistent over periods and between different ads. Moreover, these ads usually reflect the initial asking price of a property, not the final contract price.

Nonetheless, some of these errors may cancel out with regard to changes across long time periods. For example, García-López et al. (2020) analyze data from Barcelona’s largest housing advertisement portal, Idealista. Their findings show that neighborhoods with high shares of Airbnb short-term rentals experienced faster housing price and rental appreciation between 2012 and 2017. Using the same web-scraping approach on the same source, Kholodilin et al. (2022) find that introducing rent control in Catalonia led to a reduction in rents. However, monthly dwelling starts declined by 6 percent during the rent control period, while other Spanish regions experienced an almost 12 percent increase.
14.4 Multiple Listing Services

In certain areas, associations of property agents maintain centralized records for all advertised properties, whether for sale or rent. These multiple listing services (MLSs) consolidate asking price data and offer platforms that streamline the collection of other property information, including changes in asking prices, time to market, detailed property characteristics, broker names and affiliations, and any advertisement write-ups. While primarily designed to facilitate information flow and transactions between brokers, researchers often use these platforms. For instance, Schaefer (1990) uses the Ontario MLS to find that designating specific properties as belonging to a floodplain area does not seem to have a clear effect on their valuations.

14.5 Appraisals

Professional assessments, which estimate specific buildings’ market value, are commonly conducted by mortgage lenders, local governments, investors, and property buyers. If the comparison properties—those recently traded—are reliable, this method can provide accurate approximations. However, appraisals can be biased—or at least conditionally biased—in both the residential (Cho and Megbolugbe, 1996; Calem et al., 2021) and commercial arenas (Geltner et al., 2003; Geltner, 1989). Therefore, the potential biases must be weighed against the large quantities of data “signal” they provide (Clapp and Giaccotto, 1992). In general, appraisals accurately capture long-term relative growth (Bourassa et al., 2006). Moreover, statistical techniques can be used to rectify their short-term biases (Geltner, 1996; Fisher and Geltner, 2000).

For example, Rico-Juan and de La Paz (2021) use professional appraisals in Spain, as validated by McGreal and Taltavull de La Paz (2012), to predict housing values via a random forest model. This model outperforms conventional log-linear hedonic specifications.

14.6 Mortgage Lenders

Mortgage lenders routinely process and store data on housing and commercial real estate, potentially facilitating scientific research. In some countries, lenders are mandated to publicly disclose all pertinent information about securitized mortgages. Researchers occasionally use these data to infer the evolution of urban outcomes. Schuetz et al. (2008) demonstrate that proximity to properties in foreclosure is associated with decreasing neighborhood valuations. Of course, there is large and separate literature in finance using these data to study mortgage default (Foote and Willen, 2018) and pricing (Boyarchenko et al., 2019), although not all
studies give spatial issues the attention they deserve. However, some investigations, such as those focusing on redlining or lenders’ challenges in catering to low-income neighborhoods, do delve into these aspects (Lang and Nakamura, 1993; Aaronson et al., 2021; Conzelmann, Claire; Salazar-Miranda, Arianna; Phan, Toan; Hoffman, 2023).

14.7 Data Aggregators

In some cases, professional data aggregators obtain information from all the aforementioned sources to deliver consistent datasets on rent and prices. These aggregators may also tap into local data streams, such as contact with brokers, local trade publications, or surveys. In the commercial arena, the Costar Company has arisen as a leading data aggregator in both the US and the UK. Fuerst and McAllister (2011) use this source to discover that, compared to other buildings in the same sub-markets, eco-certified buildings display both a rental and a sale price premium.

15 Crowdsourced and Volunteered Data

Throughout the text, we’ve mentioned several crowdsourced datasets, such as user-uploaded images and social media. Nonetheless, we believe it is relevant to single out urban crowdsourced data as a distinct and important resource to urban researchers and practitioners. Crowdsourced data are not centralized by a single private or public data provider but arise from the decentralized actions or behaviors of thousands or millions of users. Niu and Silva (2020) identify 226 relevant papers that employ crowdsourcing in the quantitative urban literature.

We can categorize crowdsourced data into two main types: volunteered and behavioral. Volunteered crowdsourced data is explicitly solicited, where the public is asked to contribute information (Goodchild, 2007). This data collection process is rooted in intentional online community-based involvement, which might either be long term or ad hoc.

A salient example of a long-term volunteered source is OpenStreetMaps. It encompasses billions of data points, detailing roads, POIs, and natural geographic features around the world. This dataset can be viewed as the topographic and urbanistic equivalent of Wikipedia. While volunteered geographic information might have imperfections, it is generally accurate for most statistical analyses in the social sciences and urbanism (Haklay, 2010; Ciepluch et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2014). However, the quality of contributions can vary among users, as described by Arsanjani et al. (2013). In terms of policy, platforms like CitySourced allow citizens to report problems with streets, urban infrastructure, and noise. Municipalities can
then use these data to identify and rectify hotspots.

Volunteered data can also arise from specific researcher-driven efforts on a particular topic. One example is in the gathering of information on informal transit systems and bus routes, where data are usually lacking (Williams et al., 2015; Yun et al., 2019). Another method involves data hackathons, where participants contribute data or software over short periods, like one or several days. In such a hackathon, Masdeval and Veloso (2015) add an urgency feature to the platform SeeClickFix, a tool that lets citizens report urban problems, and then analyze the results. Often, these specific data collection methods require compensating the contributors, either through survey platforms like Qualtrics or online job platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk. An example is Saiz et al. (2018) using the former to assess the visual appeal of buildings, for which participants were compensated. Figure 3 visually depicts the images and survey used in the analysis.

16 Challeng es of Urban Big Data for Researchers

Research using the types of data that we have described in this piece may suffer from the potential pitfalls of any scientific endeavor: malicious practice, subjectivity, ideologization, irreproducibility, lack of relevance, poor in-sample fit, poor out-of-sample predictions, lack of external validity, lack of clarity, lack of causal attribution, and poor modeling choices, among others. In addition to these generic challenges, we believe that urban big data may be more prone to other specific problems related to data collection, analysis, and inference. In this section, we detail some of them.

Awareness is the first step to minimize challenges. In that spirit, we provide only a brief description of the problems and a few suggestions of sources for further study. We advise researchers to delve deeper into these issues. They should also perform their due diligence to identify and address them. Below, we find it productive to sometimes frame research issues in the context of a “treatment and control” framework, where we are trying to ascertain the impact of a “policy” variable on an outcome (Imbens and Rubin, 2010).

16.1 Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP)

Many urban data sources provide geolocated observations. To conduct analyses, researchers often need to define geographic boundaries to contrast “treated” areas with “controlled” ones or to include confounding variables that are measured at a prespecified geographic level. Alternatively, variables provided at certain geographic levels can be aggregated or averaged at higher ones—like calculating average ownership rates by municipality from ZIP
code data. The MAUP implies that one can get different estimates of treatment effects—or of the conditional covariances between variables—based on the geographic level of aggregation (Fotheringham and Wong, 1991).

In some cases, researchers do not know the exact extent and scope of treatment variation or the perceptions of locals about which areas constitute their neighborhoods. In these situations, it is sensible to ascertain the robustness of results to alternative geographic definitions. For instance, Moraga et al. (2019) create random rectangular neighborhoods to study native flight in Spain, finding their results to be robust to different square sizes.

In many cases, the researcher will be content with adhering to the one policy-relevant geographic definition. For instance, if a program is provided at the municipal level—or a variable changes discontinuously at municipal borders—then it is appropriate to use municipal outcomes as encountered in the real world.

16.2 Microdata Overkill

A related problem arises from the actual need for data disaggregation. At times, the promise of big data is overstated, as the relevant answer might be obtained simply by comparing conditional means. For instance, if one wishes to discern the propensity of a specific population group toward a particular behavior, a mere data tabulation may suffice. Acquiring and analyzing individual microdata or mapping the sub-population frequency vís-a-vís the behavior might not add significant value. However, microdata is critical if the covariances across variables are important and/or change with time and space. Microdata is also vital for model-driven applications, for understanding heterogeneity in behavior, or when there are nonlinearities or spillovers between variables and/or observational units (Blundell et al., 1993).

16.3 Time Series versus Cross-Section

A similar concern arises with aggregation across time periods. Real-time data might be superfluous when the treatment or the independent variables of interest do not change much, or high-frequency changes manifest with high signal-to-noise ratios. In the first scenario, retaining high-frequency data could be excessive and geographic cross-sections might be adequate. In the latter, models utilizing long differences in data might be more precise. For instance, Saiz (2007) examines the impact of immigration on metropolitan housing prices, contrasting the use of annual data on rents with “long” changes in the same variable, as measured by the decennial census.
16.4 Ecological “Fallacy”

The opposite problem arises when behavior measured at aggregated levels does not mirror individual behavior, especially when individual actions are the object of study. Suppose the average propensity of people in the “orange” group to vote for candidate A surpasses that of “green” individuals: \( P(A/O) > P(A/G) \). Intuitively, a regression of the local share of orange individuals on the share of votes for A by neighborhood might yield an estimate of \( P(A/O) \). However, orange individuals might lean toward voting for A if surrounded by other oranges, indicating a local agglomeration effect. A slightly more challenging problem arises when there are spillovers across groups. For instance, the greens might lean toward voting for A when the neighborhood share of oranges is very high, reflecting a social pressure or conformity effect. Both scenarios can be modeled in neighborhood-level regressions by using nonlinearities; distinguishing between the two, however, might require micro-individual or suitably tabulated data. Nevertheless, often the relevant policy parameter is genuinely at the aggregate level. For instance, the focus might be on predicting the increase in the share of votes for A in a neighborhood following a rise in the local share of orange individuals.

Self-selection into neighborhoods can also create a misalignment between aggregate group coefficients and individual ones. For example, the types of orange individuals settling in predominantly orange neighborhoods might be more radical than the average. Moreover, omitted variables might also lead to deviations: perhaps, orange individuals gravitate toward places where a third variable, like local TV coverage, increases the probability of voting for A. Note that these challenges are common in any research design. Specifically, they can also afflict models employing individual micro-measurements.

The term “ecological fallacy” encompasses traditional problems that, like any empirical work, might demand careful statistical modeling and interpretation. Unfortunately, this concept has acquired totemic significance for some and can be misunderstood as an impossibility theorem. Schwartz (1994) aptly termed this the “fallacy of ecological fallacy.” Empirically, for many applications, spillovers might be negligible (Openshaw, 1984). This implies that, often, an increase in the preponderance of a behavior in aggregate spatial data as a group’s share increases indicates that group members indeed exhibit such behavior disproportionately.

16.5 Interactions across Spatial Units

The often misinterpreted “ecological fallacy” highlights potential behavioral spillovers within units, but urban spatial data may also reflect spillovers or commonalities across neighboring units. The field of spatial econometrics deals with modeling these data generation processes.
across spatial units (Anselin, 2010).

A direct form of spatial covariance arises from omitted variables exhibiting spatial correlation. For instance, neighboring observational units might be prone to presenting similar values of an omitted variable. Alternatively, the variance of the dependent variable or the behavioral parameters might be spatially correlated. Both scenarios emphasize the importance of appropriately clustering standard errors (Abadie et al., 2023).

Treatments can influence neighboring geographic areas, leading to spillover effects. Moreover, and more complexly, potential spillovers and feedback loops might impact the dependent variable. As an illustration, local governments may compete against proximate municipalities to offer better services, meaning that an influential determinant of a locality’s expenditure could be the expenditure habits of its neighbors (Brueckner, 2003). Such contexts require careful modeling of the strategic interactions between units and the potential outcomes in general equilibrium.

16.6 Measurement Error

The common issue of measurement error might intensify in the context of spatial data. Beyond the challenge of inaccurately measuring variables, the geolocation of pertinent spatial units can also be misjudged. Inaccurate, biased, or incomplete data can lead to misguided conclusions (Ravi and Ravi, 2015).

The complications stemming from measurement errors become evident when considering potential pitfalls in satellite imagery. Factors such as weather conditions, time of day, and seasonality can adversely affect the image quality, leading to potential inaccuracies. Similarly, while nighttime imagery provides valuable insights, variations in brightness, due to different lighting technologies or light pollution levels, might lead to inconsistencies. Such inconsistencies can result in data interpretation errors and may even correlate spatially.

16.7 Sample Selection and Representativeness

While large datasets might seem comprehensive, they do not necessarily guarantee representativeness. Take, for instance, data from credit card usage. Its use may introduce sampling biases by capturing primarily transactions from particular demographic groups or income brackets—likely those of high socioeconomic status with good access to the financial system. Similarly, social media data might not always mirror the broader population since users predominantly self-select based on demographics. Furthermore, offline behavior may not always follow the same patterns as online interactions. This does not invalidate such datasets, but it does warrant caution in interpreting results and might need statistical modeling techniques to
correct for biases. One potential solution is reweighting data to better reflect the population of interest.

Complications worsen when data selection is self-based on unobservable factors. This problem may be more salient with crowdsourced data, where volunteer contributors may not behave the same way as the general population. In these cases, researchers should try to validate the representatives of their samples.

For instance, Saiz et al. (2018) express concerns about whether individuals uploading images to platforms like Google Maps or Flickr might have aesthetic preferences divergent from the broader population. To address this issue, they conduct a survey on building aesthetics, incorporating a question for online posting frequency. They find that the building ratings of frequent online posters are statistically identical to those of people who are not active online, thereby validating their crowdsourcing approach.

### 16.8 Perceptual and Cognitive Biases of Sources

Methods that rely on crowdsourced data or vast textual repositories may inadvertently inherit biases from those who contributed the data. This challenge is akin to issues in artificial intelligence, where models might unintentionally adopt the biases present in human-provided classifications (Ntouri et al., 2020).

### 16.9 Behavior-Altering Measurement

The act of observation can sometimes alter the behavior of those being observed, a phenomenon typically termed the “Hawthorne effect” (Adair, 1984; McCambridge et al., 2014). Such effects become more likely with sensor or CDR data, especially if individuals are aware they’re being measured. While many phone applications notify users about data collection and research applications, the real awareness levels remain uncertain, given the long, often unread contracts.

### 16.10 Privacy

Privacy and data security concerns are important when working with microdata, such as individual credit card transactions. Rigorous anonymization, data safety, and disclosure protocols must be in place to protect individual privacy rights. Privacy issues encompass both technical (Samarati, 2001) and ethical (Richards and King, 2014) considerations. Confidentiality in the treatment of private information should be paramount for researchers. However, it is worth noting that the private sector is already using a trove of urban microdata. Lim-
iting data access only to those pursuing prosocial purposes, like research, may not be in society’s best interest. Balancing privacy and broader societal benefits is critical (Tene and Polonetsky, 2011).

17 Conclusion

The introduction of large and diverse data sources has had a significant impact on urban science, geography, transportation, urban economics, and real estate research. These sources, ranging from geographic information maps to crowdsourced insights, have deepened our understanding of human behavior in cities. Their inclusion has transformed urban planning and business strategies, and has opened new possibilities for entrepreneurship and policy interventions. This change has also been crucial for the growth of smart city initiatives and highlights the rise of urban informatics as an interdisciplinary field combining traditional quantitative methods with new data-driven approaches.

Spatial data also open opportunities for research in applied economics. Our hope is that the sources and examples in this scoping paper can inspire further use and exploitation of these data typologies by labor economists. For instance, CDR data may help us better understand individual labor market outcomes and their relationships to family time use. Volumetric, building, and sensor data may help us explain the factors that drive labor productivity in the office.

While these data sources expand the scope of urban research, they also introduce challenges, ranging from issues in data collection to concerns about the replicability of findings. It is important for researchers to be aware of these challenges and maintain high standards in data analysis and interpretation. By doing this, we can make the most of the transformative power that these data sources offer and ensure they have tangible societal benefits.
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